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ABSTRACT: Precisely controlled stoichiometric mixtures of
Co2+ and Fe2+ metal ions were combined with the [WV(CN)8]

3−

metalloligand in a methanolic solution to produce a series of
trimetallic cyanido-bridged {Fe9−xCox[W(CN)8]6(MeOH)24}·
12MeOH (x = 0, 1, ..., 8, 9; compounds 0, 1, ..., 8, 9) clusters.
All the compounds, 0−9, are isostructural, and consist of
pentadecanuclear clusters of a six-capped body-centered cube
topology, capped by methanol molecules which are coordi-
nated to 3d metal centers. Thus, they can be considered as a
unique type of a cluster-based molecular solid solution in
which different Co/Fe metal ratios can be introduced while
preserving the coordination skeleton and the overall molecular
architecture. Depending on the Co/Fe ratio, 0−9 exhibit an
unprecedented tuning of magnetic functionalities which relate to charge transfer assisted phase transition effects and slow
magnetic relaxation effects. The iron rich 0−5 phases exhibit thermally induced reversible structural phase transitions in the
180−220 K range with the critical temperatures being linearly dependent on the value of x. The phase transition in 0 is accompanied
by HSFeII WV ↔ HSFeIII WIV charge transfer (CT) and the additional minor contribution of a Fe-based spin crossover (SCO)
effect. The Co-containing 1−5 phases reveal two simultaneous electron transfer processes which explore HSFeII WV ↔ HSFeIII

WIV CT and the more complex HSCoII WV ↔ LSCoIII WIV charge transfer induced spin transition (CTIST). Detailed structural,
spectroscopic, and magnetic studies help explain the specific role of both types of CN−-bridged moieties: the Fe-NC-W linkages
activate the molecular network toward a phase transition, while the subsequent Co−W CTIST enhances structural changes and
enlarges thermal hysteresis of the magnetic susceptibility. On the second side of the 0−9 series, the vanishing phase transition in
the cobalt rich 6−9 phases results in the high-spin ground state, and in the occurrence of a slow magnetic relaxation process at
low temperatures. The energy barrier of the magnetic relaxation gradually increases with the increasing value of x, reaching up to
ΔE/kB = 22.3(3) K for compound 9.

■ INTRODUCTION

The demand of external control over a state of matter is
unceasingly a driving force in the continuous research of new
functional materials, especially those which combine a few dif-
ferent physical properties. Such multifunctionality can be achieved
within the area of soft molecular materials which incorporate a
variety of building blocks. The building blocks can include those
which bear some intrinsic prerequisites for functionality, as well as
those which have potential to assemble toward more extended
functional synthons by exploiting the interplay between structural,
chemical and physical properties. This approach enables the
coexistence of different properties, including structural transition,

porosity, electron transfer, magnetism, conductivity, chirality,
luminescence and others, in onemolecular network.1−7Moreover,
it gives the opportunity to design new materials for reversible
multichannel external stimulation, as observed in photomagnets or
multiferroics,8,9 as well as for specific tuning of the output light due
to second ordermagneto-optical effects, as reported for optical and
chiral molecule-based magnets.10

In this regard, the polynuclear cyanido-bridged systems
provide the efficient and versatile molecular platforms of interest,
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as they combine intermetallic local magnetic coupling or long-
range magnetic ordering with externally (T, hv, p, guest)
controlled reversible structural phase transitions, accompanied
by charge/electron transfer induced spin transition (CTIST) or
spin crossover (SCO) phenomena.3,8 The SCO or CTIST effects
in such systems offer the ability of thermally reversible switching
between different spin states at high temperature, while at low
temperature, the more prominent magnetization/demagnet-
ization processes can be induced by the light irradiation due to
light induced excited spin state trapping (LIESST) phenome-
non.8 To achieve this, a rational incorporation of redox or SCO
active d-metal ions into the molecular coordination skeleton
is necessary. Several combinations of such cyanido-bridged
building blocks were established during the past decade, and they
include prominent CoII/III-[FeIII/II(CN)6]

3‑/4‑,3a,b,11 CoII/III-
[FeIII/II(L)(CN)3]

−,8d,12 CoII/III-[OsIII/II(CN)6]
3‑/4‑,3d CoII/III-

[WV/IV(CN)8]
3‑/4‑,13 MnII/III-[FeIII/II(CN)6]

3‑/4‑,3c FeII-[FeIII(3L)
(CN)3]

− (3L = tridentate ligand),8c,14 FeII-[NbIV(CN)8]
4−,8a,10c,15

as well as the very new and promising FeII/III-[OsIII/II(CN)6]
3‑/4‑,16

FeIII/II-[WV/IV(CN)8]
3‑/4‑,17 or NiIII/II-[FeII/III(CN)6]

4‑/3‑ pairs.18

Among these systems, a particular interest is paid to zero-
dimensional molecules and one-dimensional chains which allow
the combination of externally controllable phase transitions with
the effect of slow relaxation of magnetization below blocking
temperature owing to the strong uniaxial magnetic anisotro-
py.19−23 These extraordinary molecular objects, referred to as
single molecule magnets (SMM) and single chain magnets
(SCM), exploit the magnetic anisotropy of d20 and 4f/5f metal
ions,21 and 3d−4f combinations,22 including cyanido-bridged
assemblies.23 When externally stimulated phase transitions are
also embedded, it becomes possible to design switchable single
molecule magnets and single chains magnets in which the slow
magnetic relaxation can be reversibly induced or canceled, for
instance, by light irradiation.14 This route also offers an
additional and independent way to control the magnetic state
by switching in the 0→ 1→ 0 sequence. Thus, the performance
of currently used standard molecular model device-systems
which exploit electronic read-out and transverse field technique
should be further developed, and is of a great importance in a face
of future technological demand for data storage and processing.24

Over the last few decades, the diversity of low dimensional
cyanido-bridged coordination structures has been found to
range from simple low-nuclearity oligomers to cage or cluster
forms,11,12c,25,26 up to 42-nuclear giant molecules.27 On the
intricate way toward the nuclearity limits, several polyhedral
structural motifs appeared in a systematic and repeating
manner.25 A pentadecanuclear six-capped body-centered cube
topology (Figure 1) has attracted particular interest as it was widely
adopted by bimetallic clusters of a general {MII

9[M′V(CN)8]6},
{M9M′6} (M = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni; M′ = W, Mo, Re) composi-
tion,17,28 and by trimetallic {M(1)

II
xM(2)

II
9−x[M′V(CN)8]6} or

{MII
9[M(1)′V(CN)8]y[M(2)′V(CN)8]6−y} assemblies with two

different M or M′ metal centers of similar ionic radii, e.g.,
CoII/FeII as M sites,29 or WV/ReV as M′ sites.30 This family of
molecules demonstrates magnetic coupling which leads to high-
spin ground states, up to 39/2 for {MnII9W

V
6}.

28a By using
selected anisotropic 3dmetal centers, the single molecule magnet
(SMM) behaviors could also be detected, as exemplified by
purely solvated {CoII9W

V
6},

28b and tmphen-capped {NiII9W
V
6}

(tmphen = 3,4,7,8-tetramethyl-1,10-phenanthroline) clusters.31

Our recent studies, which were focused on {Co9W6},
32

{Fe6Co3W6},
29 {Fe9W6},

17 and {Fe9Re6}
33 congeners, revealed

the possibility to induce not only slow magnetic relaxation, but

also electron transfer or/and spin crossover assisted single-
crystal-to-single-crystal (SCSC) transformations within this
cluster topology. A thermally driven phase transition that occurs
near 200 K was found to be accompanied by a HSFeII WV ↔
HSFeIII WIV charge transfer for {Fe9W6},

17 a double channel
charge transfer with Co-centered spin transition lead to a
sophisticated HSCoII HSFeII WV↔ LSCoIII HSFeIII WIV equilibrium
in the {Fe6Co3W6},

29 while a gradual Fe-centered spin crossover
HSFeII ↔ LSFeII was detected in the {Fe9Re6} molecule.33

By showing the functional potential of such {M9M′6} molecules,
we have outlined a new research path in magnetochemistry of
polycyanidometallates. Within our approach, the cyanido-
bridged {M9M′6} cluster can be considered as a specific type of
molecular nanosolution in which various types and ratios of
metal ions can be controllably inserted into the stable coordi-
nation skeleton to tune the compound’s properties. We thus
exploit the general idea of molecular solid solutions being highly
efficient tools for controlling functionalities of molecular materials,
such as as magnetic ordering,34 slow magnetic relaxation,35 spin
crossover,36 or luminescence.37 This approach has been already
explored successfully in traditional inorganic materials.38

In this context, we have decided to expand the application of
{M9M′6} clusters in molecular solid solutions in order to take an
overall control over their phase transition and SMM function-
alities through the adjustment of metal composition. Thus, we
present the syntheses and properties of the whole original series
of solid state solution materials composed of trimetallic clusters
{Fe9−xCox[W(CN)8]6(MeOH)24}·12MeOH (x = 0, 1, ..., 8, 9;
compounds 0, 1, ..., 8, 9; the integer values of x stands for
the approximate amounts obtained from SEM EDS analysis,
see SI section Table S2). The series reveals two distinct func-
tionalities, (i) charge transfer assisted reversible structural and
spin phase transitions, and (ii) high spin ground state and
magnetic anisotropy, which leads to slow magnetic relaxation.
The increase of Co content systematically diminishes the charge
transfer effects and favors slow magnetic relaxations. These
changes of properties, which are related to the metal composi-
tion, were precisely investigated by complete structural single
crystal and powder X-ray diffraction studies, differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) analysis, temperature variable infrared and
57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopies, and magnetic measurements.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis and Preliminary Characterization. The iso-

morphous and isostructural crystals of {Fe9−xCox[W(CN)8]6-
(MeOH)24}·12MeOH, 0−9, were prepared according to a

Figure 1. Cyanido-bridged core of the {M9M′6} molecule. M sites can
be occupied by 3d metal ions (Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) while M′ centers consist
of 4d (Mo) or 5d (W, Re) metal ions.
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modification of the method that was previously reported.17,29

They were grown by mixing FeIICl2·4H2O, Co
IICl2·6H2O, and

sodium or the tetrabutylammonium salt of [WV(CN)8]
3− in

methanol in a molar ratio that corresponded to the targeted
composition (Table S1, for details, see Experimental Section).
The crystals of 0−9 preserve their morphology, structure, and
properties while stored in the mother liquor (MeOH), or in
Apiezon N grease (ap), hence they were characterized in these
protectants as 0−9@MeOH or 0−9@ap, respectively. After
removal from the mother liquor, they exchange MeOH to H2O
solvent to give the hydrated (hyd) residues 0hyd−9hyd of the
general composition {Fe9−xCox[W(CN)8]6}·32H2O (Table S1).
This was confirmed by IR spectra and elemental analysis. The
average Fe:Co:W atomic ratios were determined by X-ray
microanalysis using the SEM EDS system to change gradually
from ∼8:1:6 for 1 to ∼1:8:6 for 8, within the experimental error
limits (Table S2). The crystals reveal the identical block shape
over the whole series with continuously changing color from
deep green for 0 through green-to-brown, brown for 4 and 5,
brown-to-red up to deep red for 9 (Figure 2a). This tendency is
followed by the coloration change in the series of freshly
prepared mother solutions spawning the crystalline products of
0−9@MeOH (Figure 2b). The corresponding UV−vis−NIR
spectra reveal a systematic change tendency with two isosbestic
points close to 375 and 600 nm (Figure 2c). The solution
spectrum of 0 is strongly reminiscent of the solid state spectra of
0@ap.17 The most significant and eye-catching feature of all
solution spectra is a strong broad absorption band above 600 nm,
interpreted in terms of the complex metal-to-metal charge
transfer (MMCT) FeIIWV → FeIIIWIV transition within the
molecular platform of the Fe-NC-W linkages.17 This band
systematically disappears with the decreasing Fe:Co molar ratio
along the 0 to 9 series (Figure 2c). At the same time, the
other strong absorption band appears in the spectral range of
375−600 nm, and this band can be assigned to the ligand field
(LF) absorption of HSCoII sites and possibly also attributed to
the MMCT CoIIWV → CoIIIWIV transition.13 Below 375 nm the
spectra are dominated by the ligand-to-metal charge transfer
(LMCT) transitions within [W(CN)8]

n‑ moieties.5d,13,17 The
above features suggest that {Fe9−xCox[W(CN)8]6} clusters of
0−9 are also present in a mother liquor, which is consistent with
the previous report for other {M9W6} clusters.

32b

Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction Studies. The precise
single XRDmeasurements were performed on 0−8@ap samples
both at 250 and 130 K in order to obtain the detailed structural
data that represents the high temperature (HT) and low tem-
perature (LT) phases, respectively (Tables S3−S7, Figures 3, and
S1−S2). For the sake of simplicity, the identical atom numbering
scheme was applied to all crystal structures (Figure 3a). The
crystal structures of 0−8 were solved and refined in the
monoclinic C2/c space group and are composed of pentadeca-
nuclear cyanido-bridged MeOH-protected clusters of body-
centered six capped cubic topology, and crystallized MeOH
molecules. The asymmetric units contain a half of central M1
unit and four external M2−M5 units, joined by three [W1−
W3(CN)8]

3− units. The comparison of mean M−L distances in
HT and in LT gives the significant relative change of M−L
bondlengths, Δ(M−L) indicating the presence of the structural
HT→ LT phase transition (Figure 3b). The strongest tendency
change is observed for the central M1 site, and reveals the bell
shape. The maximum change exceeding 7% is achieved for x = 3
and 4 (compounds 3 and 4), while a significant change close to
6% is seen for x = 2 and 5 (compounds 2 and 5). The generally

weaker, anisotropic tendency was observed atM2−M5 positions.
Two positions, M2 and M4, show relatively larger Δ(M−L)
compared to the positions M3 and M5 for iron rich congeners,
x = 1−3. Themaxima ofΔ(M−L) were detected for x = 0−4 that
are 3−4% for M2 and M4 sites, and less than 3% for M3 and
M5 sites. They are gradually smaller for 5 and 6, and for x = 7 the
Δ(M1−L) remains only on the level of 2%, whileΔ(M2−M5/L)
becomes negligible. The detailed individual trends of average
M−L distances, d(M−L), in 250 K and in 130 K are shown in
Figure S1, and collected in Tables S6−S7.
Intuitively, the large Δ(M−L) should be interpreted in terms

of the possible HSCoII → LSCoIII charge transfer induced spin
transition (CTIST) or HSFeII → LSFeII spin crossover (SCO)
process. TheΔ(M−L) changes grow with the increasing amount
of Co on going from 0 to 4which suggests that they are related to
the Co−Wequilibrium. This is also supported by the HSCoIIWV→
LSCoIIIWIV spin-phase transitions observed recently for the series
of CoII-[WV(CN)8]

3− compounds.13 It is also in agreement with
the results of spectroscopic and magnetic data presented
hereafter. The last plausible option is the FeII-centered SCO
observed by us recently in {Fe9Re6} clusters;

33 however, in this
case it is generaly disfavored (see the discussion below). Thus, we
suggest that M1 sites as well as some of M2 and M4 sites are
prone to host the HSCoII → LSCoIII process over the series.

Figure 2. Photographs of single crystals of 0−9@MeOH together with
the compounds numbering code (a), the photographs of freshly
prepared methanolic solutions of reactants in the proper FeII:CoII:WV

molar ratio (b), and the relevant electronic absorption spectra, (con-
centration of [W(CN)8]

3−: 2.4 mM; total concentration of CoCl2 and
FeCl2: 3.6 mM) (c).
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The remaining sites including M3 and M5 should rather host
the accompanying HSFeII → HSFeIII change. Tables S6 and S7
indicate the proposed occupancy of particular M1−M5 sites,
basing on the values of Δ(M−L).
The significant local structural changes observed for congeners

1−6 are accompanied by the visible changes in the unit cell
parameters (Figure 3c). As the natural consequence of the
dramatic decrease in bondlengths, the lattice constants are also
strongly decreased on going from HT to LT phases. In addition,
the trends of changes in cell parameters with increasing x
illustrate a directional character of phase transitions (Figure 3c,

Figure S2). The period c and the period b change visibly along the
whole series 0−8, while the period a is significantly modified only
for 0−5. These observations are in line with the results obtained
using all other techniques in this work, and can be interpreted in
terms of diverse intercluster contacts in this directions, and
different flexibility of M2, M3 and M4 sites. The thermal
dependence of coordination bond lengths and lattice constants
in 0−8 show that the phase transition is mainly observed for 0−5,
and later gradually disappears for 6−8. This proves that the phase
transition has to be promoted by HSFeIIWV → HSFeIIIWIV

electron transfer as is observed even for congener 0 without
the participation of Co ions. It occurs in 0 only with themoderate
changes in the molecular structure of the cluster due to the
limitations imposed by the difference of ionic radii of HSFeII

and HSFeIII. The introduction of Co2+ ions enables the signi-
ficant changes in the molecular structure in 1−5 due to the
HSCoIIWV → LSCoIIIWIV process supported by HSFeIIWV →
HSFeIIIWIV process. The further replacement of Fe2+ by Co2+ ions
leads to the systematic suppression of molecular changes and
structural phase transitions.

Powder X-ray Diffraction and Calorimetric Studies.The
further characterization of phase transitions in 0−9@MeOH
involved variable temperature powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)
measurements in the 293−140 K range, both during cooling
and subsequent heating. All compounds in the 0−9 series are
isostructural at T = 293 K giving analogous powder diffracto-
grams consistent with the monocrystalline data. The slight
compression of the unit cell with increasing x, from 0 to 9, is
consistent with the systematic replacement of Fe ions by Co ion,
due to shorter metal−ligand bond lengths of HSCoII complexes
compared to HSFeII complexes (Figure 4a).29 Powder diffracto-
grams present clearly the unique series of fully reversible
structural phase-transitions in 0−5. The critical temperatures
T↓

PXRD and T↑
PXRD can be read from thermal evolution of

the selected PXRD peak (∼11° 2θ) attributed to (2 2−1) and
(2 0−4) reflections (Figure 4b; Figure S3, Figure S4 and Figure S5).
A recognizable shift in the transition temperatures toward lower
temperatures with the increased number of Co ions is observed.
Compounds 0−3 reveal the abrupt transitions, within less than
5 K temperature range, with the maximum amplitude of 2θ peak
position over the series, whereas compounds 4 and 5 reveals a
systematic suppression of this amplitude and diffusion over the
2θ scale. Finally, 6−8 do not show any transition in the examined
temperature range, revealing only the standard thermal com-
pression with decreasing temperature. Interestingly, the average
transition temperatures for 0−4 are found to be an approxi-
mately linear function of the number of iron sites suggesting
that the amount of Fe−W CT pairs in the cluster core is the
dominating factor in the thermal induction of the phase
transition (Figure 4b, Figure S6). These data are in a good
agreement with the calorimetric studies, and magnetic data
measured for 0−9@MeOH.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements for

0−3 show sharp heat flow peaks indicating the occurrence of first
order phase transitions (Figure 4c). For 4 and 5 the systematic
broadening was noted. For 6−8 no signature of structural phase
transition was found. The critical temperatures T↓

DSC and T↑
DSC

coincide perfectly with T↓
PXRD and T↑

PXRD (Table S8). The
thermodynamic parameters, change of the enthalpy ΔH and
entropy ΔS for the 0−3 were calculated for T↓

DSC assuming the
zero value of Gibbs free energy, ΔG = 0. Fe9W6, 0, reveals
the significant values of 62(4) kJ·mol−1 for ΔH and 300(20)
J·K−1·mol−1 for ΔS. The gradual exchange of Fe by Co on going

Figure 3. Single crystal study of structural phase transition in 0−8:
(a) molecular structure with the 3d metal ion M1−M5 (M = Co or Fe)
numbering scheme, (b) the mean changes of the M−L distances,
Δ(M−L), (L =OMeOH, NCN

−) in different 3d metal ion sites, and (c) the
changes in crystal cell parameters a, b and c. Notations: HT P, powder
data at 293 K; HT SC, single crystal data at 250 K; LT SC, single crystal
data at 130 K.
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from 0 to 1−3 induce the further increase of thermodynamic
parameters. Going from 0 to 1,ΔH increases to 78(16) kJ·mol−1,
and ΔS to 405(84) J·K−1·mol−1 which suggests that the HSCoII

WV ↔ LSCoIII WIV CTIST process is responsible for the higher
enthalpy and entropy change than the FeII WV ↔ FeIII WIV CT
which can be also correlated with the larger changes in bond
lengths (Figure 3), and more pronounced changes in spin values
for complex Co−WCTIST than simple Fe−W electron transfer.
The exchange of the next Fe by Co, in 2, results in a further
increase of the thermodynamic parameters to ΔH = 101(11)
kJ·mol−1 and ΔS = 528(60) J·K−1·mol−1, due to the increasing
number of CT-active Co-NC-W linkages. The further incorpo-
ration of third Co site in the cluster in 3 leads to the values
ΔH = 105(40) kJ·mol−1 and ΔS = 565(200) J·K−1·mol−1, which
makes for a smaller relative increase compared to the former
cases. This suggests that, despite the increasing Co/Fe ratio,
the number of CT-active Co−W linkages does not increase
significantly. Due to partial overlapping with the DSC peak
related to the liquid−solid phase transition of methanol, the
thermodynamic parameters for 4 and 5 could not be reliably
determined.
Spectroscopic Data.The phase transitions were followed by

IR spectroscopy in the range of stretching vibrations of cyanides,

v(CN) (Figures 5; Figure S7, Figure S8, Table S9). This region is
frequently used in the discrimination between WV and WIV

oxidation states of [W(CN)8]
n‑, due to the different energies of

the v(CN) transitions as they are related to the rearrangement of
electronic density along 5d(W)-π*(CN) orbital system.39,13

Room temperature spectra of trimetallic congeners 1−8@ap
showed absorption bands in the range of 2140−2225 cm−1,
which suggests the domination of the WV valence state in both
terminal and bridging [W(CN)8]

3− anions. Low temperature
spectra of 0−7 reveal a significant change in the whole v(CN)
range, featuring the additional absorption band in 2075−
2140 cm−1 range. This is interpreted in terms of coexistence of
WV and WIV valences, reminiscent for the WV → WIV electron
transfer process. Conversely to that, the congener 8 does not
show absorption below 2140 cm−1 indicating the tendency to
suppress the electron transfer and probably the phase transition,
in line with the structural data. The detailed thermal evolution of
IR spectra illustrates conveniently the temperature ranges of the
relevant spectral changes, typically in range 220−180 K for T↓

IR

and 220−250 K for of T↑
IR (Figure S7, Figure S8, Table S9).

These ranges do not converge exactly with the phase transition
temperatures, which suggest that the changes in electronic
structure do not coincide exactly with the phase transition.

Figure 4. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) and differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) studies of structural phase transitions in 0−9@
MeOH: (a) the cell parameters for 0−8 at room temperature,
(b) thermal evolution of the selected diffraction peak position in HT
phase→ LT phase→ HT phase sequence of 0−6, and (c) DSC curves
in HT phase→ LT phase→HT phase sequence of 0−5 (heat flow, scan
rate of 10 K·min−1). Figure 5. Infrared spectra for solids 0−8@ap at 293 K, (HT, solid lines)

and at 130 K (LT phase, dashed lines).
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The results are in agreement with the previous observation for
{Fe6Co3W6};

29 however, they are in contrast with the behavior of
{Fe9W6},

17 where the temperature ranges are 270−215 K for
T↓

IR K and 230−298 for T↑
IR. This indicates a significantly

different character of 0 compared to the whole trimetallic series.
The phase transitions for iron-rich 0−4@ap solids were also

examined between 80 and 297 K by 57Fe Mössbauer spectros-
copy. The thermal evolution of spectra together with the fitted
components is visualized in Figure S9. The detailed analysis of
spectra, including the consideration of distinguished temperature
dependence of the Debye−Waller factor for HSFeII and HSFeIII,
allowed the determination of the iron spin states composition
(Figure S10, Table S10−S16). The phase transition is nicely
illustrated by the thermal dependence of HSFeII molar fraction
γ(HS)Fe(II) (Figure 6). For 1−4 only the HSFeII spin state at 297 K

is present, as the spectra were easily deconvoluted into 2 doublets
(reflecting the tiny difference in the local coordination of the Fe
ions) with the parameters unambiguously assigned to this Fe
state. Upon cooling, these compounds undergo relatively sharp
transitions in temperature ranges significantly below the room
temperature, tending to the stable LT composition below 190 K.
This is manifested by the appearance and systematic growth of
doublets which are assignable to HSFeIII. These results suggest
that the local electron configuration is reorganized at tempera-
tures slightly above the temperatures of the structural transitions,
in good agreement with IR spectra. Conversely to that,
compound 0 at 297 K shows the coexistence of the HSFeII spin
state with the HSFeIII spin state (ca. 7%). Compared to 1−4, the
HSFeII states disappears more gradually with decreasing temper-
ature, resulting in a stable configuration below ca. 170 K that is
accompanied by the appearance of HSFeIII instead. However,
for the sake of reliable quantitative analysis of magnetic data
(see below), we are inclined to consider here also the fractional
appearance of LSFeII state occurring statistically along the whole
molecular network of solid 0 (Figure 3, Table S11). This is in line
with our most recent results for {Fe9Re6} clusters,33 where a
classical gradual FeII-centered SCO appeared in the M1 site.
Due to the inherent uncertainty of discrimination between LSFeII

and HSFeIII spin states by Mössbauer spectroscopy, the full
interpretation of the spectra were supported by the results of
magnetic measurements. Thus, these data are further discussed
in the next section devoted to magnetic properties.
Magnetic Measurements. The magnetic properties of 0−9

were measured for samples immersed in MeOH. The χT(T)
plot, together with the zoomed data for samples 0−5 in the
transition regions, is presented in Figure 7. The gradual change of

the magnetic behavior with the change of stoichiometry is
observed and shall be discussed in a variety of aspects.
First, the χT values at room temperature tend to decrease

slowly yet systematically with an increasing amount of Co, x,
from 37.0 to 33.1 cm3·K·mol−1, for 0 and 9, respectively. This is
consistent with the expected trends, assuming the following
single ion parameters: SFe(II) = 2 and gFe(II) = 2.3 for HSFeII,40a

SFe(III) = 5/2 and gFe(III) = 2.0 for HSFeIII,40b SW(V) = 1/2
and gW(V) = 2.0 for WV,13b and SCo(II) = 3/2 and gCo(II) = 2.7
for HSCoII.40c

Second, it is clearly visible that the behavior of the samples at
higher temperatures (180−300 K) is nontrivial, mostly due to

Figure 6. Thermal dependence of HSFeII molar fraction, γ(HS)FeII(T), for
0−4 determined by 57Fe Mössbauer effect spectroscopy.

Figure 7. χT(T) plot for samples 0−9@MeOH (top) with zoomed
thermal hystereses regions for samples 0−5 (bottom). The solid lines
are to guide the eye. Note the difference in the vertical scale for 0,
compared to 1−5.
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the emergence of reversible phase transitions with a thermal
hysteresis near 200 K for the Fe rich phases 0−3. The hysteresis
is almost suppressed for 4, however, the phase transition is still
evident. The small remnant phase transition is still visible for
sample 5, and disappears completely for the Fe poor crystals of
6−9. The existence of the thermal hysteresis, and the values of
the respective T↓ and T↑ are consistent with the results of the
DSC measurements, and those of the PXRD studies (Table S8).
The analysis of the χT values at room temperature for the

aforementioned samples shall be directly connected with the
detailed analysis of the spin transition. To achieve this, reliable
overall oxidation/spin state compositions were proposed, based
on the combined results of 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy
and single-crystal XRD studies and assuming the occurr-
ence of HSFeIIWV → HSFeIIIWIV and HSCoIIWV → LSCoIIIWIV

processes. As a result, Table 1 shows the compositions at crucial
temperature points, including the temperatures limiting the
hysteresis. Then, the compositions were used to estimate the
expected theoretical values of ΔχT amplitude and compared to
the observed experimental values. The single ion parameters
of HSFeII, HSFeIII, WV and HSCoII were assumed as above, while
the zero contributions to the paramagnetic moment were
assumed for the diamagnetic WIV, LSFeII and LSCoIII centers.
A reasonable agreement was achieved between the expected and
observed ΔχT at hysteresis. Thus, we infer that the proposed
HSFeIIWV → HSFeIIIWIV and HSCoIIWV → LSCoIIIWIV processes,
i.e., the electron charge transfer from 3d elements to 5d tungsten,
explain well the observed behaviors.
In the case of 0, an unusual shape of the χT(T) should be

reconsidered, compared with the previous analysis done based
on the 57Fe Mössbauer data measured only for RT and 80 K.17

A small yet apparent decrease of the signal, ca. 1.6 cm3·K·mol−1

on going from 293 to 220 K, preceding the structural transition, is
now reinterpreted in terms of the simultaneous run of HSFeII →
IIIFeHS CT, and the fractional HSFeII → LSFeII process. The latter
occurs most probably at the central M1 site in some of the
clusters. This is supported by our most recent research on the
Fe9Re6 congener.

33 Moreover, the diffused character, and the
range of 293−220 K are strongly reminiscent for the Fe-centered
SCO processes observed for several cyanido-bridged molecular

systems.8e,16 We also believe that this fractional transition, by the
absence of HSCoII → LSCoIII, assures the strong local structural
changes and, thus, facilitate the structural phase transition below
220 K. Last, but not least, it is required for a good agreement
between the expected and observed values of ΔχT.
Third, the low temperature behavior of χT below the phase

transition undergoes apparent systematic modifications, con-
firming the presence of the two distinct x regions. For 0−3 χT
decrease smoothly down to ca. 50 K, then they decrease
more rapidly to reach the value of ca. 15−20 cm3·K·mol−1.
This behavior can be interpreted mainly in terms of single ion
properties of the remaining paramagnetic ions. Plausible
antiferromagnetic coupling is strongly limited due to the
excess of diamagnetic [WIV(CN)8]

4− over the paramagnetic
[WV(CN)8]

3− ions. This tendency evidently breaks between the
congeners 4 and 5, the latter one showing the phase transition
accompanied by an increase of χT with decreasing T and the
maximum at T ca. 10 K. For 6−8 the χT signals increase
monotonically, and show that the maximum increases with
growing x. The appearance of the maximum is reminiscent of the
ferromagnetic interaction HSCoII−WV observed in {Co9W6}
clusters,28b,32 and other polynuclear CoII-[WV(CN)8]

3− assem-
blies.5d,41 The overall gradual rise of the χT(T) signals at low
temperatures is confirmed by isothermalM(H) curves measured
at 1.8 K (Figure S11). They could be divided into two sets: those
for the 5−9 solids start to saturate at lower values of the magnetic
field, and reach higher values of magnetization compared to
those of 0−4. Thus, the M(H) curves confirm the high spin
character of the clusters in 5−9, as the significant CoII−WV

ferromagnetic interactions start to contribute.
AC magnetic measurements versus temperature showed a

significant frequency dependence and nonzero χ″ for samples
5−9 (Figure 8a) revealing the other important aspect of the
magnetic behavior of the clusters on this side of the stoichio-
metric spectrum. It is clearly visible that larger concentration of
Co implies more prominent frequency dependence. AC
magnetic susceptibility becomes gradually frequency independ-
ent with the increasing Fe concentration. These results prompted
detailed AC susceptibility versus frequency measurements at a

Table 1. Spin/Oxidation State Compositions for HT Phases, LT Phases and the Respective Intermediate Phases of 0−4 Including
the Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Values of ΔχT Amplitude of Thermal Hysteresis

compound T/K composition ΔχT calculated (cm3 K/mol) ΔχT experimental (cm3 K/mol)

0 295 (HSFeIII)0.67(
HSFeII)8.32(

LSFeII)0.01(W
V)5.33(W

IV)0.67 −0.64 −0.66
230 (HSFeIII)2.87(

HSFeII)5.65(
LSFeII)0.48(W

V)3.13(W
IV)2.87

210 (HSFeIII)3.38(
HSFeII)5.31(

LSFeII)0.31(W
V)2.62(W

IV)3.38
1 295 (HSFeII)8(

HSCoII)1(W
V)6 2.6 3.2

240 (HSFeIII)1.36(
HSFeII)6.64(

HSCoII)1(W
V)4.64(W

IV)1.36
200 (HSFeIII)4.80(

HSFeII)3.20(
HSCoII)0.56(

LSCoIII)0.44(W
V)0.76(W

IV)5.24
160 (HSFeIII)4.64(

HSFeII)3.36(
HSCoII)0.30(

LSCoIII)0.70(W
V)0.66(W

IV)5.34
2 295 (HSFeII)7(

HSCoII)2(W
V)6 3.5 4.7

220 (HSFeIII)0.15(
HSFeII)6.85(

HSCoII)2(W
V)5.85(W

IV)0.15
200 (HSFeIII)3.87(

HSFeII)3.13(
LSCoIII)1.65(

HSCoII)0.35(W
V)1.78(W

IV)4.22
140 (HSFeIII)4.86(

HSFeII)2.14(
LSCoIII)0.96(

HSCoII)1.04(W
V)0.18(W

IV)5.82
3 295 (HSFeII)6(

HSCoII)3(W
V)6 5.1 5.1

220 (HSFeIII)0.87(
HSFeII)5.13(

HSCoII)3(W
V)5.13(W

IV)0.87
180 (HSFeIII)3.88(

HSFeII)2.12(
LSCoIII)1.0(

HSCoII)2.0(W
V)1.12(W

IV)4.88
160 (HSFeIII)4.24(

HSFeII)1.76(
LSCoIII)1.38(

HSCoII)1.62(W
V)0.26(W

IV)5.74
4 295 (HSFeII)5(

HSCoII)4(W
V)6 4.1 4.1

200 (HSFeIII)1.97(
HSFeII)3.03(

HSCoII)4(W
V)4.03(W

IV)1.97
180 (HSFeIII)2.16(

HSFeII)2.84(
LSCoIII)0.90(

HSCoII)3.10(W
V)2.94(W

IV)3.06
170 (HSFeIII)2.44(

HSFeII)2.56(
LSCoIII)1.10(

HSCoII)2.90(W
V)2.46(W

IV)3.54
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series of temperatures to investigate the possible SMM behavior
of the clusters (Figure S12). The first observation is that these
measurements are consistent with the AC susceptibility versus
temperature measurementsthe peaks in χ″ are well visible for
the samples with the highest concentrations of Co. This was
expected as CoII centers possess a large single-ion anisotropy
which is the necessary condition for slow magnetic relaxations to
appear.19 With the decreasing amount of CoII the aforemen-
tioned peaks shift toward higher frequencies and grow smaller in
signal. Where possible, the data were then fitted simultaneously
with the Cole−Cole model, χ′ and χ″:

χ ω χ
χ χ

ωτ
= +

−
+ α−i

( )
1 ( )S

T S
1

where χ = χ′ − iχ″ is the complex susceptibility, χT and χS are
isothermal and adiabatic susceptibilities, respectively, τ is the
average relaxation time, and α is the parameter describing the
distribution of the relaxation times. The relaxation times
obtained from the Cole−Cole fits were then fitted with the
Arrhenius law (Figure 8b).
The α parameters, together with the values of prefactor τ0 and

the energy barriers obtained from the Arrhenius law fits for 5−9
are summarized in Table 2. The large values of α parameters
suggest a wide distribution of the relaxation times for 9 that
gradually widens further with the decreasing amount of Co in the
cluster. A tendency of the energy barrier to take lower values with
decreasing Co concentration should be noticed.

■ DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A fascinating novel series of solid state solutions based on
{Fe9−xCoxW6} clusters exhibit an unprecedented tuning of their
properties by the adjustment of 3d metal ion composition,
represented by x (Figure 9). It was achieved through a

stoichiometrically controlled embedding of FeII and CoII ions
at specific sites of a pentadecanuclear {Fe9−xCoxW6} coordina-
tion skeleton. The iron rich phases, x = 0−5 (0−5), show
reversible structural phase transitions in the 160−220 K range.
In each case, the phase transition is accompanied by significant
changes in the electronic structure of the coordination moieties
and occurs with electron transfer along either the Fe-NC-W
linkage (phase 0) or simultaneously within both the Fe-NC-W
and Co-NC-W linkages (1−4). The transition temperatures T↓
and T↑ are shifted almost linearly toward lower temperatures
with increasing x, keeping the first order character up to x = 4.
The coerciveness is lost for 4, while for the phase 5 (x = 5) the χT
change with temperature becomes diffuse. On the second side of
the composition scale x, the cobalt rich phases, x = 5−9 (5−9),
reveal slow magnetic relaxation. This feature becomes more
pronounced with increasing x, and subsequently the energy
barrier also grows on going from 5 to 9. As a result, phase 5
combines both types of magnetic functionalities.
It is worth discussing in detail the role of the 3d ions in the

observed behavior. The Fe-NC-W linkages do activate both the
coordination skeleton and the whole molecular network toward
the phase transition. We rationalize it by considering the favoring
redox potentials of Fe3+/Fe2+ in the appropriate ligand
environment, and the [WV(CN)8]

3−/[WIV(CN)8]
4− redox

couples. This is confirmed by the presence of Fe3+ in pure iron
phase 0 at room temperature as well as by the changes of IR and
57FeMössbauer characteristics for 1−4, preceding the transitions
in the cooling mode. It was shown that ca. five electrons are
transferred from Fe to W centers, going from RT to 80 K. This

Figure 8. (a) Alternate-current (ac) magnetic susceptibilities measured
atHAC = 3 Oe and fAC = 1, 10, 100, and 1000 Hz versus temperature for
samples 0−9. The solid lines are to guide the eye. (b) A plot of ln(τ)
obtained from the Cole−Cole fits as a function of inverse temperature
with respective linear fits of the Arrhenius law (solid lines).

Table 2. Summary of the Parameters from the Cole−Cole Fits
for 5−9

compound α τ0 (s) ΔEτ/kB (K)

9 0.14−0.51 3 × 10−9 22.3(0.3)
8 0.47−0.59 5 × 10−9 19.4(1.2)
7 0.57−0.65 2 × 10−8 13.7(1.7)
6 0.64−0.68 7 × 10−10 17.1(0.3)
5 0.68−0.71 5 × 10−10 16.1(3.8)

Figure 9. Tuning of magnetic properties in the {Fe9−xCoxW6} series by
the number x of Co atoms. The phase transition is represented by the
change of magnetic signal, ΔχT, while the slow magnetic relaxation is
represented by the value of the related energy barrier, ΔE.
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tendency is broken for phase 4, where only ca. 2.7 Fe per 5
centers are oxidized. This results in the decrease in the
cooperativity and loss of hysteretic character. Such a tendency
is even strengthened in further members of the family, as we
observe diffused bulk transition for 5, and even transition with
the reduced dimensionality of structural changes for 6, 7 and 8.
On the other hand, the incorporation of CoII significantly tunes
the flexibility of the whole system. The introduction of even one
CoII center precludes the changes in the Fe spin state at RT,
leading to the {HSFeII8

HSCoIIWV
6} state at RT (1HT) without any

sign of charge or electron transfer. The further addition of CoII

promotes this tendency oncemore, giving {HSFeII9−x
HSCoIIxW

V
6}

phases. Moreover, the onset of changes in the IR and Mössbauer
characteristics related to FeIIWV → FeIIIWIV process was moved
to significantly lower temperatures compared to 0, while the
HSFeII→ LSFeII transition that is present in 0 was canceled. At the
same time, the Co2+ ions contribute strongly to the change of
magnetic moment in the hysteresis region, starting from
compound 1 with a single Co-NC-W linkage. Such behavior is
continued in phases 2−4. We believe that this is achieved due to
the active Co−W electronic isomerism that is embedded in this
linkage and to the relatively large M1−L bond length changes
during the HSCoII → LSCoIII transition in the central [Co(μ-
NC)6] moiety. The excess of Co over Fe precludes the bulk
transition, which can be correlated with a significant decrease in
the number of active electron transfer Fe-NC-W linkages, and
the simultaneous increase in the number of Co(O3N3)-NC-W
linkages, which favor spin transitions much less. This suggests a
unique type of cooperativity over the whole series, which is
unprecedented in the area of magnetochemistry. Interestingly, in
the pure iron congener 0, the oxidation of HSFeII to HSFeIII itself
does not result in large changes of M−L bond length compared
to the transition from HSCoII to LSCoIII. However, we took into
account some contribution of alternative HSFeII → LSFeII SCO
process, occurring fractionally. This process assumes a huge local
bond length changes and may coactivate the overall transition on
the atomic scale.
A separate remark should be devoted to the matter of an

inherently polydispersive character of phases 1−8. The physical
appearance, crystallographic features and physical properties of
single crystals (SC XRD) or single crystal batches (PXRD, DSC
and magnetic data) can reasonably label each family member in
an unequivocal and repeatable manner, according to the used
stoichiometric amounts of reagents. Moreover, the properties
change systematically and continuously with the composition
which indicates solid solution phases character of the series.
Furthermore, we are able to prove the presence of CoII in the
central position M1. On the other hand, we neither give the
unequivocal information on the exact distribution of 3d ions in
position M2−M5 in one cluster, nor do we ensure the identical
composition of the clusters composing a single crystal of the
selected phase. The latter means that e.g., the phase marked as 2,
{Fe7Co2W6} should be composed mainly of {Fe7Co2W6} clus-
ters but accompanied by statistically distributed {Fe6Co3W6} and
{Fe8CoW6} clusters. Such polydispersion contribute to the
characteristics of single crystals, but does not need to significantly
modify bulk transitions properties.
The presented study showed the remarkable possibility

to selectively induce the charge transfer properties or slow
magnetic relaxation effects in one molecular framework of the
{Fe9−xCoxW6} clusters through the control of the metal
composition. Such a result strongly contributes to research
efforts on switchable and functional molecular magnets, and

open a few promising perspectives. Particular attention should be
given, from now on, to the coexisting Co-NC-W and Fe-NC-W
linkages, which turn out to be efficient molecular platforms for
two simultaneous electron transfer effects. Furthermore, the
chemical modifications can be done to target novel polymetallic
combinations of MII and M′V sites within the {MII

9M′V6}
clusters, novel coordination spheres on the external M2−M5
positions, and further expansion of coordination skeleton using
functional ligands and complexes, including the recent findings
on chiral or luminescent M-[M′(CN)8] systems.5d,6c All these
routes should amend the magnetic functionalities, exploring also
the multifunctional potential of these advanced molecular
materials.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials and Syntheses. All chemicals and materials were

provided by commercial sources (Sigma-Aldrich, Idalia), and used
without further purification. The K4[W

IV(CN)8]·2H2O salt, and the
subsequent Na3[W

V(CN)8]·4H2O and TBA3[W
V(CN)8] (TBA =

tetrabutylammonium cation) precursors were obtained according to
the literature procedures.42 The single crystals of 0−9 were synthesized
by the modification of the procedure applied for the {Fe9W6} and
{Co3Fe6W6} analogues.17,29 The methanolic solution (3 mL) of
Na3[W

V(CN)8]·4H2O (107 mg, 0.2 mmol) was quickly mixed with
the methanolic solution (6 mL) of 3d metal ions (Fe, Co) mixture in a
test tube. The amounts of Fe and Co salts were adapted to keep the total
number of moles equals 0.3 mmol, and the relevant Fe:Co molar ratio as
expected in the final product: 8:1 (1), 7:2 (2) 6:3 (3), 5:4 (4), 4:5 (5)
3:6 (6), 2:7 (7), 1:8 (8). For pure {Fe9W6} and {Co9W6}, only one
type of 3d metal ion with the amount of 0.3 mmol was used. Detailed
amount of precursors used in the syntheses are collected in Table S1a.
The identical results of the syntheses were obtained while using the
organic TBA3[W

V(CN)8] precursor in the appropriate molar ratio.
The resulting mixtures were vigorously shaken, closed with parafilm,

and left for crystallization in the dark. The precipitates of the hue color
identical to the color of the relevant solution appeared immediately.
After several days, the tubes contained a weakly colored solution, a
precipitate on its bottom, and a large amount of block crystals of the
relevant color on the walls. The crystals were identified as {Fe9−xCox[W-
(CN)8]6(MeOH)24}·12MeOH (x = 0−8; named 0−8) by X-ray
monocrystalline diffraction with the support of the Fe:Co:W
composition deduced from SEM EDS analysis, which was found to be
in a good agreement with the d metal ions stoichiometry of the mother
solution (Table S2).

While washed with MeOH and exposed to the air, the crystals
of 0−9 exchange quickly MeOH molecules to H2O molecules, to reach
the stable compositions of {Fe9−xCox[W(CN)8]6}·32H2O (x = 0−9;
named 0hyd−9hyd) as was confirmed by (C, N, H) elemental analysis
(Table S1b), and infrared spectra in KBr pellets, according to the
protocols reported recently.17,29,32

Physical Techniques. CHN elemental analyses for the hydrated
samples of 0hyd−9hyd were performed on a EuroEA EuroVector
elemental analyzer. Molar ratios of d metal centers in 0hyd−9hyd were
determined using Hitachi S-4700 SEM microscope equipped with EDS
NORAN Vantage microanalysis system. To prevent the decomposition
of the investigated material, the most of physical measurements were
performed on the crystals placed in the mother liquid (0−9@MeOH),
or dispersed in Apiezon N grease (0−9@ap). Powder X-ray diffraction
patterns for No.@MeOH sealed in glass capillary (0.5 mm) were
collected on a PANalytical X’Pert PRO MPD diffractometer with
Debye−Scherrer geometry using CuKα radiation (λ = 1.54187 Å; 2θ
range: 3−85° for RT). Temperature dependent measurements were
performed using the same device withOxford Cryostream add-on in two
modes: cooling (280 K→ 150 K) and heating (150 K→ 293 K) with the
proper temperature stabilization time for each measurement, and the 2θ
range of 4−40°. Cell parameters for 293 K (HT) and 150 K (LT) were
refined using Jana2006 Software43a on the basis of single crystal data as
starting parameters (cell parameters and space group but not cell
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contents). DSC signals for No.@MeOH in the 150−300 K range were
measured on a Mettler Toledo DSC 822e calorimeter. Magnetic
measurements were performed for No.@MeOH using a Quantum
Design SQUID magnetometer for crystals covered by a pure methanol
in a sealed glass tube. Samples were initially cooled in zero field to freeze
MeOH and to avoid alignment of the grains along external field.
Themagnetic data were corrected for the estimated diamagnetism of the
holder, solvent, and diamagnetic components. Variable temperature
infrared spectra of No.@ap were recorded using an EXCALIBUR
FTS-3000 spectrometer. During the experiments, the spectrometer was
purged with dry nitrogen. The measurements were carried out during
cooling and heating with 2−3 K interval. The samples were sandwiched
between two KRS-5 window disks. The Mössbauer spectra of the
selected {Fe9−xCoxW6} samples for x = 0−4, (0−4@ap) were recorded
in the transmission geometry in the temperature range between 295 and
80 K using a Wissel spectrometer with a bath cryostat. The temperature
stabilization was better than 0.1 K, with the exception of RT experiments
when the temperature varied between 293 and 297 K. The temperature
distribution over the sample was less than 1 K as determined from
the independent experiment. The powdered samples were mixed
with vacuum grease Apiezon N, distributed in cupper ring, 12 mm in
diameter, and covered with Al foil. Because of the small resonant
absorption effects, especially at room temperature, the spectra were
collected within 1−3 days.
Crystal Structure Determination. X-ray diffraction analyses

were performed on the selected single crystals of 0−8 both at high
(250 K, 0−8HT), and low (130 K, 0−8LT) temperature (Tables S3−S6).
The diffraction data of all samples were collected on a RIGAKU R-AXIS
RAPID imaging plate area detector equipped with graphite mono-
chromated Mo Kα X-ray radiation. The temperature was controlled
by a XR-CS10K cryostat system of the Japan Thermal Engineering.
The single crystals were taken from the mother solution and covered
by Apiezon N grease, mounted on Micro Mounts, and measured
at 250(2) K as a high temperature phase, 0−8HT. After finishing the
measurement of 0−8HT, the crystal was slowly cooled down to 130(2)
with the rate of 1 K·min−1. This was followed by the stabilization of tem-
perature for ca. 1 h, and then the measurement of the low temperature
phase, 0−8LT, was conducted.
The crystal structure of all phases, 0−8HT and 0−8LT, were solved by a

direct method using SHELXS-97, and refined by a full-matrix least-
squares technique using SHELXL-2014/7.43b Calculations were
performed by using partially Crystal Structure software package, and
partially WinGX (ver. 1.80.05) system. Structural diagrams were
prepared using Mercury 3.5.1. For the precise comparison between
low and high temperature phases, the identical coordinate sets were
applied in the refinements of all structures. The crystal structure of 0LT

was used as a starting point, and the obtained coordinate set was applied
in the refinement of subsequent phases. As a result, all phases 0−9 were
primarily refined with Fe centers occupying all the 3d metal positions.
The assignment of Co or Fe, according to the metal ratio obtained from
SEMEDS analysis, was performed after the anisotropic refinement of all
intracluster non-hydrogen atoms. This assignment was based on the
analysis on the changes in the M-N/O bond lengths on going from
HT to LT phase, assuming that the larger changes of bond lengths
should be ascribed to the HSCoIIWV → LSCoIIIWIV CTIST process, and
thus suggest the dominated presence of Co on the indicated metal sites.
The metal sites showing smaller changes in bond lengths were ascribed
to Fe as the HSFeII → HSFeIII CT process induce much smaller shifts in
bond lengths.29 The results of the Co/Fe assignment and detailed struc-
tural parameters of 0−9HT and 0−9LT are collected in Tables S7−S8.
Except of few disordered carbon atoms of coordinated methanol
molecules described by partial occupancies, all non-hydrogen atoms of
cluster cores were refined anisotropically, while non-hydrogen atoms of
solvent molecules were refined isotropically. Hydrogen atoms attached
to carbon atoms of coordinated methanol molecules were positioned
with an idealized geometry, and refined using a riding model. Both in
HT and LT phases, the structural disorder was detected for part of
terminal cyanides, and for both methanol molecules. Thus, to ensure the
proper geometry, and to control the convergence of the refinement,
some C−O distances were restrained by DFIX commands, and some

restraints for thermal ellipsoids (DFIX) for carbon atoms of terminal
methanol and cyanide ligands were applied. In a few cases, the splittings
of the cyanides and carbon atoms of methanol molecules into two
alternative positions with partial occupancies were calculated. The
hydrogen atoms of solvent molecules and hydroxyl groups of all
methanol molecules were unreachable. All crystallographic data were
deposited in the CCDC database with the deposition numbers
1435345−1435362
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